The Way of the Master Basic Training Course
Fellowship Bible Church
Lesson 5

Homework:

Mandatory Homework:

At-Home Preparation: Take out your Quick Reference Card and have a friend or family member test your memory. Once you are confident that you can remember what each letter signifies, go back to your mirror and give your friendly, "How are you doing?" Then swing to the subject of God. If you prefer, use an Ice Breaker as ask, "Did you get one of these?" Practice your routine. Say, "It's a gospel tract. What do you think happens after someone dies? Do you believe in heaven and hell?" Now go through WDJD and CRAFT. Keep doing it until you overcome any self-consciousness. Review the card a hundred times a day if you have to.

1. Real-World Application: Time for more sweaty palms. Last week, you were asked to give out tracts, and if you felt confident, to go ahead and hand them to people personally. Remember, you were to greet someone with a warm, "Good morning. How are you doing? Did you get one of these?" If the person asked you what it was, you said, "It's a gospel tract" or, "It has a gospel message on it. Please take the time to read it. Nice to meet you." You were then left with the option to stay and chat or to leave. More than likely, you left.

This week, making personal contact is not optional. Before the next session, we want you to hand a gospel tract to at least one non-Christian, if you haven't done so yet. If you've already been doing this, then feel free to either leave or talk further, using the WDJD card for reference. (Be sure to always carry this card with you!)

We gave you a couple ideas of places to visit, but it's up to you to make this part of your lifestyle. Wherever you go, take tracts with you and hand them to people personally. And whatever you do, soak it in prayer, before and afterward. Remember the employee at the drive-through window, people at the coffee shop, the grocery store checker, the person in the elevator, the pizza delivery man... whoever. You make the opportunity.

So spend the next week being friendly and giving people Ice Breakers until it becomes second nature. You can do this!

Optional Homework:

Please complete the "For Deeper Study" section on pages 59 - 61 of the Way of the Master Basic Training Course "Study Guide."